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Thermal history and the evolution of the Earth’s core

1. Introduction

Thermal history calculations concerning the evolution of the core have been done for many years. Those
calculations done before 2000 could typically accomodate an ancient inner core, have a whole outer core
that is vigorously convecting and so is adiabatic and homogenous, and deliver a reasonable amount of heat
to the mantle. As we demonstrate below, the growing inner core is an important energy source for powering
the dynamo, and, if it is a young feature of the Earth, driving the dynamo by just cooling the Earth becomes
problematic.

Two things happened to change this comfortable state of affairs. First, estimates of the melting temperature
of iron at the ICB have gone up. As we discussed earlier in class, that melting temperature is now
experimentally determined to be 6230 ± 500K and is in good agreement with ab-inito calculations. This is
about 1000K larger than previous estimates. This impacts not only the temperature at the CMB but also
the temperature gradient there if convection occurs all the way through the outer core because the adiabatic
temperature gradient is proportional to temperature:

dT

dr ad
= −αgT

Cp
= −gTγ

φ

This means that the heat flow into the mantle goes up. Revised thermal history calculations find that the
rate of secular cooling has to be much larger which leads to an age for the inner core of less than 1By and a
substantial amount of heat going into the mantle.

The second thing that changed was that ab-initio calculations and laboratory measurements indicated
a much higher value for the thermal conductivity of liquid iron and iron alloys. Actually, the electrical
conducivity (or its reciprocal, resistivity) is easier to compute, and assuming electron effects dominate, the
two conductivities are related by the Widemann-Franz law:

k =
LT

ρ
= LTσ

where ρ is the resistivity, k is the thermal conductivity, σ is the electrical conductivity and L is the Lorentz
number (L = 2.44 × 10−8 W Ω/K2). At high values of resistivity, an effect called "saturation" occurs.
This happens in all transition metals as the mean free path between electron scattering events becomes
comparable to the inter-atomic spacing. The paper by Gomi et al (2013) discusses this. and they give

1
ρtot

=
1

ρideal
+

1
ρsat

where ρideal is the resistivity of the alloy in the absence of saturation effects. As ρideal gets very large, this
gives ρ→ ρsat. Multiplying the above equation by LT gives

ktot = kideal + ksat

where ksat is typically twice kideal. Using these equations allows them to model some shock wave data on
iron-silicon alloys and the saturation terms are key to fitting the data (red curve in figure on the next page).

Davies et al (2015) give an overview of the effect of high conductivities on the thermal evolution of
the core. They consider some Fe-O-Si alloys for which there are extensive ab-initio calculations. Such
calculations suggest that the behavior of S in such alloys is very similar to Si. Furthermore, both S and Si
are relatively easy to incoporate into the solid inner core but oxygen is almost completely excluded. It is
the exclusion of oxygen that gives rise to the density jump at the ICB. This density jump is key to some
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The impurity resistivity of silicon, consistent with the saturation
model, can be well-fit by the relation (Fig. 4):

qSiðVÞ ¼ F1 $ F2 %
V
V0

! "F3

¼ 3:77 $ 1:48 % V
V0

! "% 3:10

$ 10% 8ðXm=at:%Þ ð14Þ

Considering potentially anisotropic deformation of the sample,
minimum and maximum resistivities of hcp iron–silicon alloy
are obtained from Eqs. (6) and (8), respectively. This gives
F1,Si,max = 6.29 $ 10% 8 O m/at.%, F2,Si,max = 1.59, F3,Si,max = % 3.32, and
F1,Si,min = 2.21 $ 10% 8 X m/at.%, F2,Si,min = 1.45, F3,Si,min = % 3.35 for
Eq. (14).

Earlier static measurements of iron-silicon alloys have been
performed only up to 10 GPa (Bridgman, 1957), while shock-wave
data are available to 140 GPa (Matassov, 1977). Based on this
shock data and Matthiessen’s rule, Stacey and Anderson (2001)
derived the impurity resistivity of silicon in iron to be
2.7 $ 10% 8 X m/at.%, which is pressure independent. This value is,
however, twice as low as 6.5 $ 10% 8 X m/at.% from Bridgman’s
static data, possibly due to both pressure and saturation effects.

Because our present experiments did not reach saturation, we
compared the predictions of our model with previous shock com-
pression data on Fe–Si alloys in which the saturation effect is sig-
nificant (Matassov, 1977). The results show that the saturation
model is in good agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 5).

In general, the resistivity of transition metals exhibits a very
minor change upon melting (Cusack and Enderby, 1960; Faber,
1972; Van Zytveld, 1980), which is confirmed by previous large-
volume press experiments on iron up to 7 GPa (Secco and Schloes-
sin, 1989). In the case of transition metals, the mean-free path near
the melting point is very close to its inter-atomic distance, and
therefore the resistivity change is suppressed by the saturation ef-
fect (Mott, 1972). Additionally, the validity of the Wiedemann–
Franz law has been confirmed for liquid iron at 1 bar (Nishi

et al., 2003). This is consistent with a dominance of heat transport
by electrons, as opposed to lattice phonons, in both the liquid and
solid state. Thus we consider the resistivity of hcp iron to be a good
proxy for the conductivity of liquid iron at core conditions.

Here we estimate the electrical resistivity of the Earth’s core
from Eqs. (9)–(12), and (14). Assuming silicon as a sole alloying
element, the Si content in the outer core is estimated to be 22.5 at.%
to account for the 10% core density deficit (Sata et al., 2010). The
total resistivity of Fe78Si22 is qtot = 1.02(+0.04/% 0.11) $ 10% 6 for
CMB (135 GPa, 3750 K) and 8.20(+0.54/% 1.31) $ 10% 7 X m for
inner core boundary (ICB) (330 GPa, 4971 K) conditions (Table 1).
Application of the Wiedemann–Franz law to such resistivity
values at high pressure and high temperature gives a thermal
conductivity of 90.1(+9.9/% 3.5) and 148(+28/% 9) W/m/K, respec-
tively. We find that ksat is typically about twice as large as kideal,
which emphasizes the importance of saturation, and most
importantly also limits the influence of any errors in our treatment
of kideal.

4.3. Resistivity and thermal conductivity of other possible iron-alloys
in the core

The exact light element composition of the core is presently un-
known. We therefore approximate the impurity resistivity of other
possible light elements by following the Norbury–Linde rule. While
this rule is not confirmed at conditions of Earth’s core, it is the sim-
plest way to obtain a first estimate for the conductivity of other
alloying components. Norbury (1921) found that the impurity
resistivity of some dilute metallic solid solutions is enhanced with
increasing horizontal distance between the positions of impurity
element and host metal in the periodic table. This implies that
(1) impurity elements in the same group exhibit comparable impu-
rity resistivity and (2) group IV elements have larger impurity
resistivity than group VI elements for iron-based alloys. On the ba-
sis of this relationship, the impurity resistivity of silicon is the
same as that of carbon, because both C and Si are group IV
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Fig. 5. Shock-wave data for resistivity of iron-silicon alloy (square symbol, Matassov, 1977) compared to our estimates with (red, Eq. (12)) and without (blue, Eq. (10)) the
saturation effect at (a) 50 GPa and 670 K, (b) 75 GPa and 1100 K, (c) 100 GPa and 1600 K, and (d) 135 GPa and 2500 K. Note that the saturation model better agrees with the
previous measurements, particularly for Si concentrations that are relevant for the outer core (vSi = 22.5 shown by arrows). (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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aspects of the evolution models and we discussed this early on in the course. Davies et al consider three
separate values, 0.6 g/cc (the value in PREM), 0.8 g/cc (the value found by Masters and Gubbins), and a
fairly extreme value of 1.0 g/cc. These three density jumps lead to three separate models of core alloy which
are adjusted (along with the temperature) to fit the properties of the outer core. The resulting temperatures
and thermal conductivities are shown below.
The thermal conductivities are a factor of two to three higher than previous values and have a huge impact
on thermal history calculations. Note that all recent studies find a thermal conductvitiy of 80 to 110 W/m/K
at the CMB and 140-160 W/m/K at the ICB. Previous values ranged from 28 to 46 W/m/K.

Paleomagnetic observations show that the Earth’s magnetic field has persisted for at least 3.5 Byr with
little apparent change in its strength. One of the main goals of a thermal history calculation is to figure out
how this is achieved. To evaluate the power requirements of a dynamo, we need to know how much heat
is generated through Ohmic dissipation. This is the dominant dissipative mechanism in the core (except
for heat conduction). Unlike the mantle, viscous dissipation is thought to be small since the viscosity is so
small.

Note that estimating the amount of Ohmic dissipation going on in the core is hard because most of it is
going on at short wavelengths which are sufficiently attenuated at the Earth’s surface that they are below
the signal from the crustal magnetic field. Furthermore, the core could hold a large toroidal field which is
invisible to us but would contribute to the Ohmic dissipation. In what follows we use numerical dynamo
models to make a conservative estimate of the dissipation.

The amount of power needed to power a dynamo can provide useful constraints on the thermal history
of the Earth – and particularly on the history of inner core growth. To do this problem, we need to consider
the equations which control the global balance of energy and entropy. The reason for this is that dissipation
does not enter into the global energy balance and only occurs in the entropy balance. We initially consider
the case where there are no compositional effects and all terms are purely thermal.

Here, we average over a time scale that is long compared with the dynamo process but short compared
with the time scale of the evolution of core processes. We assume tht convection mixes the core to a
basic state of hydrostatic equilibrium, adiabaticity, and compositional homogeneity. Radial variations in
the thermodynamic properties far exceed lateral variatioms due to the convective process, so we ignore the
departure from the radial variations of the thermodynamic parameters.
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followed by transport properties, which must be calculated for
specific (P ,c,T ) conditions.

Composition. Composition is determined from the density (see
Methods) and seismic velocities by comparing themwith calculated
values for mixtures of iron and candidate siderophile elements: Si
and O, because of their abundance, and S, because of its presence
in iron meteorites, which are thought to be remnants of planetary
cores. Other elements, for example, H, have been proposed41 but
their properties in iron mixtures have not yet been explored
extensively. The core also probably contains some Ni; however,
recent experiments found that adding up to 10% of Ni does not
change the hexagonal close-packed crystal structure of the solid42,
whereas ab initio calculations suggest that at high T the seismic
properties of Fe–Ni alloys are almost indistinguishable from those
of pure iron43. Recent studies of core composition44–46 conclude that
the light elements are likely to be Si, S andO,with negligible amounts
of H andC.Ab initio calculations for Fe–S, Fe–Si and Fe–Omixtures
show that S and Si partition almost equally between solid and liquid,
whereas almost all the O goes into the liquid14,45. The behaviour of S
and Si are very similar14 so we use a Fe–Si–Omixture in this review.
Mass concentrations of species X for the solid and liquid, cSX and cLX
respectively, are given in top section of Table 1; eachmodel is named
after the corresponding molar concentration.

Temperature. Light element X depresses the melting temperature
for pure iron, Tm, by an amount 1TX . Of particular importance
are conditions near the ICB (radius r = ri, P =330GPa). The large
volume of work on Tm is summarized elsewhere20,47. Some studies
have shown encouraging agreement, with Tm(ri)=6,350±300K
predicted by diamond anvil cell experiments up to 82GPa (ref. 47)
and 200GPa (ref. 20), shock experiments at 225–260GPa (ref. 48)
and ab initio calculations at 330GPa (refs 14,49). This value is
used in second section of Table 1. Other calculations have found
Tm(ri)=7,100K (ref. 50) and Tm(ri)= 5,400K (ref. 51), but these
only used ab initio indirectly by fitting an interatomic potential
which has di�erent melting properties from those of the fully
ab initio system52.

Along with Tm(ri) and the core chemistry model, the entropy
of melting for pure iron 1S is needed to determine 1TX at the
ICB (ref. 49). The core temperature at the ICB, Ti, equals the
melting temperature of the mixture; the values in second section
of Table 1 are calculated from Ti =Tm(ri)+1TO +1TSi. The latent
heat L released on freezing the inner core is L= Tm1S (second
section of Table 1).

In regions where convection is active the outer core temperature
follows an adiabat, given by

Ta =Tie(�
R r
ri

(⇢g� /KS)dr) (1)

where � is the thermodynamic Grüneisen parameter. Note that
@Ta/@r=�⇢g�Ta/KS. The bulk modulus, KS, and gravity, g , are
calculated directly in ab initio methods and are very similar to
PREM. Ab initio calculations have found that � ⇡ 1.5 at the CMB
and remains constant17 (to within the accuracy of the calculations)
or decreases slightly53,54 with depth. The depth variation reduces
@Ta/@r and increases ⌧ =dTm/dP�@Ta/@P , but the di�erences are
minor. Depth variation of Ta is therefore well constrained. The three
adiabats used in the core evolution calculations below are shown
in Fig. 1; values for the CMB and ICB gradients are given in third
section of Table 1. In the inner core, Ta was assumed to be close
to isothermal27.

The thermal and chemical expansion coe�cients,
↵T = �⇢�1(@⇢/@T )P ,c and ↵c = �⇢�1(@⇢/@c)P ,T , determine
the buoyancy forces arising from thermal and compositional
anomalies. ↵T can be obtained from a number of thermodynamic
relations, for example, ↵T = �⇢CP/KS. Ab initio calculations have
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Figure 1 | Comparison of thermal conductivity estimates (top) and
adiabatic temperature profiles (bottom) from di�erent studies. The core
chemistry models in Table 1 are shown in black (100%Fe; ref. 24) and red
(82%Fe–8%O–10%Si, solid line25; 79%Fe–13%O–8%Si, long-dashed
line25; 81%Fe–17%O–2%Si, short-dashed line80). Data from two other
recent studies are shown for pure Fe (open black squares26, brown dashed
line23 using the volume–temperature data of Pozzo et al.24), a mixture of
76.8%Fe–23.2%O (open aqua circles26) and a mixture of 77.5%Fe–22.5%Si
(filled aqua circles26). Two older estimates of k are shown by the open
green triangles29 and blue crosses30. Inner core values were obtained from
calculations on solid mixtures27.

found the specific heat CP = 700� 800 J kg�1 K�1, independent of
radius54, in agreement with theory55, and hence ↵T is a decreasing
function of depth55,56 because of the factor ⇢/KS. The compositional
expansion coe�cient ↵c is di�erent for each element; values
obtained at present ICB (P ,T ) conditions49 are given in Table 1.

Transport properties. The geophysical importance of core
thermal (k) and electrical (� ) conductivities is discussed below.
� is easier to obtain and is sometimes used to infer k through
the Wiedemann–Franz law, although there are situations when
this relation does not hold (see Methods). Recent estimates of
k and � for pure iron23,24,26 are three to five times higher at the
CMB than previous estimates29,30 and increase by a factor of
1.5 to the ICB. Mixtures have also been studied, although using
di�erent compositions and adiabats. Despite this, and the di�erent
methods used, the studies all find k at the CMB in the range
80–110Wm�1 K�1, increasing up to 140–160Wm�1 K�1 at the ICB
(refs 23,25,26; Fig. 1). There is a jump in both k and � at the ICB,
and a small increase across the inner core27.

Mass di�usion coe�cients DX relate the concentration gradient
of species X to the di�usive flux of that species. Recent estimates25,57
of DO and DSi agree with previous calculations at CMB pressures58
and show a factor 1.5 increase to the ICB. In core evolution models
DX enters the barodi�usion term, which describes the entropy
generated by di�usion of light elements down the ambient pressure
gradient. The e�ect is measured by the barodi�usive coe�cients
↵D
X , which are calculated using the values of DX and (@µ/@cLX )P ,T in

Table 1, where µ is the chemical potential58. Barodi�usion is small
enough to be neglected in the entropy budget9,58,59, but might play
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2. Global energy balance – no compositional effects

The global energy balance is given by

Q =
∫
S

q · dS = −
∫
S

k∇T · dS =
∫
ρh dV −

∫
ρ
De

Dt
dV −

∫
ρv · ∇ψ dV −

∫
S

pv.dS

T is temperature, k is thermal conductivity, h is the local heat generation by radioactive sources, ρ is the
density, v is the local velocity, p is pressure and e is internal energy. In the absence of chemical effects, the
gravitational term comes only from compression and slow contraction of the core so −ρ∇ψ ' ∇p. Also

de = Tds+
p

ρ2
dρ

∫
ρ
De

Dt
dV =

∫
ρT

Ds

Dt
dV +

∫
p

ρ

Dρ

Dt
dV =

∫
ρCp

DT

Dt
dV −

∫
αT

Dp

Dt
dV +

∫
p

ρ

Dρ

Dt
dV

∫
ρ
De

Dt
dV =

∫
ρCp

DT

Dt
dV −

∫
αT

Dp

Dt
dV −

∫
p∇ · v dV

Note that, in the absence of compositional effects, the pressure terms cancel:∫
p∇ · v dV −

∫
ρv · ∇ψ dV −

∫
S

pv.dS '
∫

(p∇ · v + v · ∇p−∇ · (pv)) dV = 0

So

Q =
∫
ρh dV −

∫
ρCp

DT

Dt
dV +

∫
αT

Dp

Dt
dV = QR +QS +QP
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The inclusion of the latent heat of solidification of inner core material can be done by considering the latent
heat as an anomaly in Cp at the ICB. Thus, when evaluating terms QS becomes QS +QL. and

Q = QR +QS +QL +QP

The form of QL is discussed below and it is found that QP is small.

3. Global entropy balance – no compositional effects

The global entropy balance is given by∫
ρ
Ds

Dt
dV = −

∫
∇ · q
T

dV +
∫
ρh

T
dV +

∫
φ

T
dV

where φ is the combined Ohmic and viscous heating (though Ohmic heating dominates). Now

∇ · q
T

= q · ∇T
T 2

+∇ · q
T

= −k
(
∇T
T

)2

+∇ · q
T

so ∫
ρCp
T

DT

Dt
dV −

∫
αT

T

Dp

Dt
dV =

∫
ρh

T
dV +

∫
φ

T
dV − Q

Ts
+
∫
k

(
∇T
T

)2

dV

where Ts is the temperature at the surface of the core. Substituting the above equation for Q and rearranging
gives: ∫

φ

T
dV +

∫
k

(
∇T
T

)2

dV =
∫ (

ρh− ρCp
DT

Dt
+ αT

Dp

Dt

)(
1
Ts
− 1
T

)
dV

Eφ + Ek = ER + ES + EL + EP

Note that all the terms on the right hand side are multiplied by an "efficiency factor" which can be quite
small. The pressure term EP is also small.

4. Evaluating the integrals

The temperature gradient is assumed adiabatic:

T (r) = Ts exp

 c∫
r

gγ

φ
dr


Note that the change in exponent over time as the core cools will be small so

1
T

DT

Dt
' 1
Ts

dTs
dt
' 1
Ti

dTi
dt

and can be taken out of the integrals. As an example:

QS = −
∫
ρCp

DT

Dt
dV = −Cp

1
Ts

dTs
dt

Is where Is =
∫
ρT dV

The latent heat term needs a little care as the rate at which the inner core grows is dependent on the difference
between the adiabatic and melting temperature gradients

QL = 4πr2iLρ(ri)
dri
dt

where
dri
dt

=
1

(dTm/dp− dT/dp)
Ti
ρg

1
Ts

dTs
dt
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This can be written as

4πr2iLρ(ri)Cr
dTs
dt

where

Cr =
1

(dTm/dp− dT/dp)
Ti
ρg

1
Ts

Note that this allows the energy and entropy equations to be written in the simple form:

QS =
(
Q̄s + Q̄L

) dTs
dt

+QR

where QL = Q̄LdTs/dt etc. Similarly,

Eφ + Ek =
(
ĒS + ĒL

) dTs
dt

+ ER

where the barred quantities can be computed from the basic core model. If we choose all the quantities in
the basic core model, and the surface heat flow and the radioactive heating (possibly zero) we can solve for
the cooling rate and then integrate these equations back in time. We can monitor if Eφ stays viable.

5. Dissipation and diffusion

Ek can be estimated using the adiabatic temperature gradient and is about 1 ×109 W/K. Note that this
assumes that convection occurs all the way up to the surface of the core which may not be true. It is possible
that the core is sub-adiabatic near the surface but this requires a discussion of compositional effects.
The dissipation term is almost all ohmic heating (viscous dissipation is thought to be small in the core.) So

Eφ =
∫

j · j
σT

dV

This is difficult to estimate since the toroidal field in the core is invisible and short wavelength fields are
attenuated at the surface to be well below the signal from crustal sources. Using model dynamos gives
something like 4 ×108 W/K – similar to the diffusion term. This is what is used in the Davies calculation
but is conservative. It is very difficult to drive a dynamo over the age of the Earth with thermal effects alone.

6. Convective efficiency – a simple example

It is possible to do a convective efficiency calculation in simple situations (though we are more interested
in model results). Let φ = j · j/σ so

Φ =
∫
φdV and Eφ =

∫
φ

T
dV

Consider the case when we have only radioactive heating and no cooling then

Q = QR and Eφ + Ek = ER =
∫
ρh

(
1
Ts
− 1
T

)
dV

Now Ek is positive so

Φ
Tmax

≤ Eφ ≤ ER ≤ Q
(

1
Ts
− 1
Tmax

)
Therefore we can define an "efficiency"
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η =
Φ
Q
≤ Tmax

Ts
− 1

In principle, this could be greater than one but in practice the maximum temperature will be found at the
ICB and the maximum efficiency will be about 25%. It turns out that all the terms considered above have the
same low efficiency factors. An exception is the gravitational energy release due to slow separation of light
elements into the outer core as the inner core grows. To investigate this, we need to add chemical effects.

7. Adding chemical effects

Consider the core as a two component system – this is simple to extrapolate to a multi-component system
as long as the individual systems don’t interact. c is the mass fraction of solute. Expressions for the internal
energy and entropy change are:

de = Tds+
p

ρ2
dρ+ µdc

where s is entropy, and µ is the chemical potential. The continuity equation for c is given by

ρ
Dc

Dt
= −∇ · i

where i is the mass flux transport by diffusion. The entropy is a function of p, T , and c so

s = s(p, T, c)

Ds

Dt
=
(
∂s

∂p

)
T,c

Dp

Dt
+
(
∂s

∂T

)
p,c

DT

Dt
+
(
∂s

∂c

)
p,T

Dc

Dt

Ds

Dt
= −α

ρ

Dp

Dt
+
Cp
T

DT

Dt
+
(
∂s

∂c

)
p,T

Dc

Dt

8. Gravitational term due to growth of inner core

We now get gravitational contributions as the light element is rejected from the inner core over time.
Consider the gravitational term

∇ · (ρψv) = v · ∇(ρψ) + ρψ∇ · v = ρv · ∇ψ − ψ∂ρ
∂t

so

QG = −
∫
∞
ρv.∇ψ dV = −

∫
∞
∇ · (ρψv) dV −

∫
∞
ψ
∂ρ

∂t
dV

QG = −
∫
ψ
∂ρ

∂t
dV =

∫
ρψαc

Dc

Dt
dV where αc =

−1
ρ

(
∂ρ

∂c

)
P,T

Now the global energy equation becomes

Q = QR +QS +QL +QP +QG +QH

where QH is related to the heat of reaction (but is small). Note that we can write Dc/Dt in the outer core
terms of the cooling rate
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Dc

Dt
=

4πr2i ρ(i)
Moc

Cr∆c
dTs
dt

where ∆c is the compositional jump between the inner and outer core (mostly due to oxygen).
There is a new sink of entropy due to diffusion of material which can be shown to have the form

Eα =
∫

i · i
αDT

dV

where αD is a diffusion coefficient. This term can include some barodiffusion effects (diffusion of light
elements down the pressure gradient) but these don’t seem to be a significant contribution to the entropy
balance. The global entropy balance becomes

Eφ + Ek + Eα = ER + ES + EL + EP + EH +
QG
Ts

Note that the last term has no "efficiency factor" and so is more important in the entropy balance. With all
these approximations we can write the global energy and entropy equations as

QS =
(
Q̄s + Q̄L + Q̄G

) dTs
dt

+QR

and

Eφ + Ek + Eα =
(
ĒS + ĒL + ĒG

) dTs
dt

+ ER

9. Results

The top figure on the next page shows the results of calculations which assume that Eφ is zero before the
inner core grows then fixes the CMB heat flow after that. This ensures that the whole outer core convects
in accord with the assumptions made. The calculations are mainly sensitive to the density jump at the ICB
and the thermal conductivity. The upper curves show results for a low thermal conductivity and show that a
dynamo is possible with low values of QCMB (5 to 7 TW) but the higher conductivities require values of 9
to 13 TW. The highest value corresponds to the lowest value of density jump since more cooling is required
in this case

The next figure shows inner core age versus CMB temperature 3.5 Byr ago. The low thermal conductivity
calculations have low heat flow into the mantle and relatively low CMB temperatures implying that little
mantle melting was going on in the distant past. The high thermal conductivity solutions have very high
ancient temperatures, very young inner cores, and substantial ancient heat flows into the mantle. This
implies substantial partial melting of the mantle in the past. The highest temperatures are associated with
the lowest density jumps which require the greatest cooling. Note also that adding radioactivity has little
effect on the answer.

Note that if the heat flow at the surface is less than the heat flow conducted down the adiabat, a stable
subadiabatic layer will be formed. Calculations which include this effect give a layer perhaps 100km thick
and a slightly reduced heat flow of 13 TW. If such a layer existed, downwelling at the top of the core would
not occur. Unfortunately, studies of core flow using the secular variation of the magnetic field are unable to
resolve if downwelling is occurring or not.

10. Other possible sources of energy/entropy

The solutions discussed above are sufficiently constrained and extreme that alternative scenarios have
been suggested. One way is to posit that magnesium entered the core, either as oxide or silicate, in the early
history of the Earth. At ambient conditions, magnesium and metallic iron are immiscible but equilibration at
high temperatures (above 3000K) in the aftermath of giant impacts could allow one to two weight percent to
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a dynamical role near the top of the core (see the ‘stratification’
subsection below).

The kinematic viscosity ⌫ plays a key role in the dynamics of ro-
tating fluids60, but is less important for determining long-term core
evolution. Recent ab initio estimates25,57 of ⌫ are given in Table 1 for
the present core chemistrymodel; they are in linewith older values61.

Geophysical implications of revised core properties
Core energy budget. The dynamo entropy EJ represents the work
done by buoyancy forces that goes into generating magnetic field5

and is therefore crucial for assessing the viability of dynamo action.
Both EJ and the CMB heat flow Qcmb are related to the core cooling
rate through the material properties described above: higher heat
flow yields faster cooling and higher EJ (see Methods for details).
The cooling rate determines the inner core age. Mantle convection
sets the CMB heat flow and various lines of evidence suggest
Qcmb = 5–15 TW at present62,63. EJ could be calculated directly if
we had detailed knowledge of the magnetic field throughout the
core; however, the main field contributions to EJ occur at scales
that cannot be observed64 and so EJ is determined from Qcmb for
the present day. On longer timescales, where both Qcmb and EJ are
hard to estimate, the constraint EJ �0 can be used to calculate lower
bounds on the cooling rate. All parameter values are given inTable 1;
the most important are 1⇢ and k, as we will show.

Increasing 1⇢ increases the outer core light-element concentra-
tion and reduces the adiabatic gradient (because @Ta/@r is pro-
portional to Ta), allowing the same EJ to be balanced with a lower
cooling rate and hence lower Qcmb (Fig. 2). For a plausible value65 of
EJ =400MWK�1, increasing 1⇢ from 0.6 to 1.0 g cm�3 reduces the
required CMB heat flow by 2 TWwith low k and 4TWwith high k.

Increasing k increases the amount of heat conducted away down
the adiabatic gradient, and hence reduces the dynamo e�ciency
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in Fig. 4.

(Fig. 2). The stability of core convection also depends critically on
k. The total adiabatic heat flow is

Qa =4⇡r 2o k(ro)
@Ta

@r

����
r=ro

(2)

When Qcmb > Qa the whole core is superadiabatic and thermal
convection occurs everywhere; when Qcmb < Qa the top of the
core is subadiabatic and stable to thermal convection. For a
low value of k = 28Wm�1 K�1 the core is thermally unstable
(Qcmb >Qa) and can generate a magnetic field (EJ � 0) for all
estimates of present-day CMB heat flow (Fig. 2). For the high
values of k dynamo action requires a minimum of 5.5–7.5 TW,
whereas the top of the core is likely to be thermally stable
unless Qcmb ⇡15 TW. This is very high, around one-third of the
total heat leaving Earth’s surface66. Maintaining EJ = 400MWK�1

with high values of k requires Qcmb =9–13 TW, with composition
driving convection against thermal stratification in the uppermost
core (Fig. 2).

Thermal history. To demonstrate the role of material properties
in models of past core evolution we set EJ = 0 before inner core
formation and specify Qcmb during inner core growth. This pre-
scription9,59,63 ensures that Qcmb >Qa, consistent with the modelling
assumptions (see Methods), and produces conservative estimates
of the cooling rate, core temperature and inner core age. Figure 3
shows predicted inner core age and CMB temperature (T 3.5Ga) and
CMB heat flow (Q3.5Ga) at 3.5Ga (Gyr ago), the time of the earliest
palaeomagnetic measurement1. The influence of radiogenic heating
is demonstrated by adding 300 ppm of 40K at the present day, which
probably represents an extreme scenario44,63. The shaded tempera-
ture range of 4,150 ± 150K corresponds to present estimates of the
lower mantle solidus temperature67; core temperatures exceeding
this range suggest partial melting in the past.
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The kinematic viscosity ⌫ plays a key role in the dynamics of ro-
tating fluids60, but is less important for determining long-term core
evolution. Recent ab initio estimates25,57 of ⌫ are given in Table 1 for
the present core chemistrymodel; they are in linewith older values61.

Geophysical implications of revised core properties
Core energy budget. The dynamo entropy EJ represents the work
done by buoyancy forces that goes into generating magnetic field5

and is therefore crucial for assessing the viability of dynamo action.
Both EJ and the CMB heat flow Qcmb are related to the core cooling
rate through the material properties described above: higher heat
flow yields faster cooling and higher EJ (see Methods for details).
The cooling rate determines the inner core age. Mantle convection
sets the CMB heat flow and various lines of evidence suggest
Qcmb = 5–15 TW at present62,63. EJ could be calculated directly if
we had detailed knowledge of the magnetic field throughout the
core; however, the main field contributions to EJ occur at scales
that cannot be observed64 and so EJ is determined from Qcmb for
the present day. On longer timescales, where both Qcmb and EJ are
hard to estimate, the constraint EJ �0 can be used to calculate lower
bounds on the cooling rate. All parameter values are given inTable 1;
the most important are 1⇢ and k, as we will show.

Increasing 1⇢ increases the outer core light-element concentra-
tion and reduces the adiabatic gradient (because @Ta/@r is pro-
portional to Ta), allowing the same EJ to be balanced with a lower
cooling rate and hence lower Qcmb (Fig. 2). For a plausible value65 of
EJ =400MWK�1, increasing 1⇢ from 0.6 to 1.0 g cm�3 reduces the
required CMB heat flow by 2 TWwith low k and 4TWwith high k.
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(Fig. 2). The stability of core convection also depends critically on
k. The total adiabatic heat flow is

Qa =4⇡r 2o k(ro)
@Ta

@r
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r=ro

(2)

When Qcmb > Qa the whole core is superadiabatic and thermal
convection occurs everywhere; when Qcmb < Qa the top of the
core is subadiabatic and stable to thermal convection. For a
low value of k = 28Wm�1 K�1 the core is thermally unstable
(Qcmb >Qa) and can generate a magnetic field (EJ � 0) for all
estimates of present-day CMB heat flow (Fig. 2). For the high
values of k dynamo action requires a minimum of 5.5–7.5 TW,
whereas the top of the core is likely to be thermally stable
unless Qcmb ⇡15 TW. This is very high, around one-third of the
total heat leaving Earth’s surface66. Maintaining EJ = 400MWK�1

with high values of k requires Qcmb =9–13 TW, with composition
driving convection against thermal stratification in the uppermost
core (Fig. 2).

Thermal history. To demonstrate the role of material properties
in models of past core evolution we set EJ = 0 before inner core
formation and specify Qcmb during inner core growth. This pre-
scription9,59,63 ensures that Qcmb >Qa, consistent with the modelling
assumptions (see Methods), and produces conservative estimates
of the cooling rate, core temperature and inner core age. Figure 3
shows predicted inner core age and CMB temperature (T 3.5Ga) and
CMB heat flow (Q3.5Ga) at 3.5Ga (Gyr ago), the time of the earliest
palaeomagnetic measurement1. The influence of radiogenic heating
is demonstrated by adding 300 ppm of 40K at the present day, which
probably represents an extreme scenario44,63. The shaded tempera-
ture range of 4,150 ± 150K corresponds to present estimates of the
lower mantle solidus temperature67; core temperatures exceeding
this range suggest partial melting in the past.
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enter the core.m This will be followed precipitation caused by rapidly decreasing Mg solubility as the core
cools. The density difference between the precipitate and the core is about an order of magnitude greater
that the density jump at the ICB and it is interesting to note that precipitating a 10km thick layer at the CMB
is energetically equivalent to crystallizing the whole inner core.. A core evolution model by O’Rourke and
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Stevenson is shown in the final figure and the differences between the dashed line and the solid lines show
the dramatic effect of precipitation. It should be noted that this model is controversial with experimental
results on Mg partitioning that suggest that the needed strong temperature dependence is not observed.
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revised value of core thermal conductivity, despite a new study27 that 
militates against the emerging theoretical and experimental consen-
sus2–5. If there is no Mg precipitation, an entropy production rate of 
500 MW K−1 (corresponding to ∼2.5 TW of ohmic dissipation) implies 
initial CMB temperatures of ∼7,000 K and a core-to-mantle heat flow 
of 40 TW to 70 TW before inner-core nucleation at ∼0.6 billion years 
ago. Incorporating the plausible precipitation rate lowers the necessary 
amount of secular cooling to only ∼300 K over 4.5 billion years. A core 
heat flow close to the present-day value (<20 TW) is thus sufficient to 
power a dynamo for Earth’s entire history.

Precipitation of Mg from the core has profound implications for 
the evolution of Earth’s deep interior. Most importantly, it eliminates 
the need to invoke a geochemically dubious magnitude of radiogenic 
heating28 or enhanced heat flux across the CMB into a basal magma 
ocean29. High thermal conductivity and slow core cooling are con-
sistent with inner-core nucleation in the Mesoproterozoic30. Models 
that include only the inner core as a source of compositional buoyancy 
predict that stable layers hundreds of kilometres thick should develop 
near the CMB3, which may be disrupted by precipitation. However, pre-
cipitation may actually occur at depth if the solubility of Mg is strongly 
pressure dependent. The real situation is even more complicated if the 
CMB is undersaturated in Si and O, meaning that material from the 
mantle tends to dissolve in the core. Elemental transport in both direc-
tions is potentially permissible because the Mg-rich precipitate differs 
in composition from the CMB. The effect of giant impacts on core 
formation should motivate additional experiments on metal–silicate 
partitioning at temperatures above 5,000 K. Non-standard evolutionary 
scenarios featuring precipitation are perhaps applicable to the cores of 
other terrestrial planets.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 3 | Thermochemical evolution of the core for various rates 
of precipitation and entropy production associated with ohmic 
dissipation. Assuming that the core always produces a constant amount 
of entropy required to sustain the dynamo, we calculate the implied CMB 
temperature (a), inner-core radius relative to the present (b), and CMB 
heat flow (c). Gyr, billion years.
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